The original innovator since 2001

The Tech Vest has been used extensively in the Underground
Coal Mining industry throughout New South Wales and
Queensland since 2001.
Designed to replace the traditional mining belt the Tech Vest
evenly distributes the carried load over the upper body and
not just the waist and hips.

Benefits
Safety:

Increased personnel visibility underground using 3M™ reflective materials*

Comfort:

Even weight distribution over the upper body

Durable:

Using Cordura™ abrasion resistant materials, the Tech Vest is lightweight
yet tough enough to handle underground conditions

Available:

A range of standard and custom made sizes

Rewarded:

Recognized over ten years ago by the NSW Department of Minerals and
Resources as an industry innovation
* Exceeds ANS/NZS 1906.4:1997 Class R requirements

Solutions
Designed and manufactured in Australia using local and external components, the Tech
Vest has been designed to hold and carry the necessary underground equipment. Cap
lamp battery, self rescuer unit, small tools, glasses and gloves are all catered for.
Fully adjustable at the waist and shoulders
ensuring the best fit, the Tech Vest is
available in a range of colours and
materials to suit different applications.
The Tech Vest is the most comfortable and
versatile underground equipment harness
on the market today.

Improving personal visibility and comfort underground

Improving personal visibility and comfort underground
Sizes
The Tech Vest is readily available in the following sizes:
Small:

80-85cm waist

Medium:

85-90cm waist

Large:

90-100cm waist

Extra Large:

100-110cm waist

Double extra large:110-120cm waist
Custom sized and high visabilty Tech Vests are available, please call to discuss your
requirements.

Pouches
Self rescuer pouches are available to suit the following units
Afrox 30 CSE100 Drager K30 Oxybok MSA W65
Multi-fit self rescuer, removable two Litre hydration pack,
accessory & gas detector pouches are also available for the Tech Vest.

Available from your local distributor:
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